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DissiDenT remembrance: The hoLocausT in easT german  
anD PoLish oPPosiTion memory in The 1980s

Only a few hours before the Berlin Wall fell on November 9th 1989 and so the division 
of germany and europe was overcome in a symbolic way, only 120 miles south, in Leipzig, 
some 10,000 people took part in a silent demonstration to commemorate the 51st anniversary 
of the Kristallnacht 1. It was the first authorised independent demonstration in Leipzig. It 
was the first action the opposition group Neues Forum (New Forum) called for, when it was 
legalised one day before. 2

On April 17th, 1983 some 1,000 people, supporters of the forbidden union Solidarność 
(“Solidarity”) gathered at the monument of the ghetto fighters in Warsaw to commemorate 
the 40th anniversary of the ghetto Uprising. Indeed the anniversary took place two days later 
but on that date the monument was blocked by the official, state sponsored commemoration. 
But to take part in these “manipulated commemorations” would have meant, as Marek 
edelman, the last surviving commander of the Uprising, put it: “to be faithless to our struggle 
[in the ghetto] and to participate in something entirely the opposite”. 3 hence an own 
commemoration was organised by the framework of Solidarność. It was at the same time 
the first demonstration since Solidarność was officially banned in November 1982. 4

These two events show that the opposition movements in the german Democratic 
Republic, i. e. east germany, and the peoples Republic of poland attached great importance 
to the remembrance of the Jewish fate under Nazi rule. Since both societies lacked other 
occasions these anniversaries were also lieux de mémoire of the holocaust.5 While the 1983 
commemoration of the ghetto uprising took place at a time, when most of the leading figures 
of Solidarność were released from detention, some ten thousand people gathered in the streets 
of Leipzig in the confusion of political change in fall 1989 to commemorate the victims of 
the Kristallnacht pogrom.

These two events are by no means particular. On the one hand there were unofficial or 
even frankly oppositional commemorations in the 1980s, foremost around the “round 
number” anniversaries in 1983 and 1988. On the other hand there were oppositional 
commemorations at other occasions in poland as well as in east germany. So it was for 
example in 1982 for the anniversary of bombing of Dresden or in 1984 the 40th recurrence 
of the beginning of the Warsaw Uprising of 1944. While most of the anniversaries celebrated 
by dissidents were related to concealed or officially ignored events, those of the Kristallnacht 
and the Warsaw ghetto uprising had to compete against official, state sponsored 
commemorations. Thus they challenged — wilfully or not — the official construction of 
history and hence also the legitimating basis of the socialist regime. This paper is going 
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to display the dissident commemorations and the related discourses on the Kristallnacht and 
the ghetto uprising in order to compare their role and function within the east german and 
polish opposition movements.

The	East	German	opposition	and	the	memory	of	the	“Kristallnacht”

Compared with most of the Soviet bloc countries the opposition movements in east 
germany was small. Still in spring 1989 the Ministry of State Security (popularly called 
Stasi) assigned only 2,500 of the 16 million east german citizens to the opposition. 6 It 
emerged at the turn of the 1970s to the 1980s, when an independent peace movement formed 
up under the umbrella of the Lutheran church, where comparatively big social and political 
freedom existed. They organised themselves in so called Basisgruppen (grass root groups) 
connected to particular parishes. Thus they managed to remain more or less out of range 
for the compromise orientated church’s governing body. The most important topics for these 
groups were peace, human rights, and environmental protection. From the mid-1980s these 
groups also created an independent media in form of illegal or semi-legal Samizdat. 7

In the case of remembrance of the Kristallnacht two developments came together: first 
of all, the Lutheran church redefined its position towards the Jews, which started in the late 
1960’s. The church gave up its mission among the Jews and instead began a Christian-Jewish 
dialogue, aiming at a peaceful coexistence of both religions in the spirit of friendship. 
Institutionalising this dialogue several workgroups emerged within the east german Lutheran 
church, as for example, in Leipzig, Dresden, and the Berlin. 8 These were those workgroups, 
which intensified the Kristallnacht-remembrance and propagated it in the parishes. 
The 40th anniversary in 1978 was, supported by the church leading body, commemorated in 
many parishes with special services. 9 There — different to the state-sponsored 
commemorations — the human blame of Christians, i.e. germans, for the events of 
the Kristallnacht was openly admitted for the first time. On the contrary the official 
propaganda of the “anti-fascist german state” lacked a debate about the guilt of the ordinary 
people. 10

Secondly most young members of the Basisgruppen mentioned above or of politicised 
Christian youth groups revealed great interest in the activities of the church’s Christian-
Jewish dialogue groups, which often organised lectures on Jewish topics and thus also in 
the Kristallnacht commemoration. Soon they became engaged in these commemorations 
themselves — or even organised their own events. In contrary to the leadership of the church 
they did not show much effort to avoid eventual conflicts with the state officials.

For example in Leipzig in 1983 two church-sponsored commemorations took place: 
The since 1978 traditional Christian-Jewish service in St. Thomas church and a peace prayer 
(Friedensgebet) in St. Nicholas’ church. The latter was part of the annual ten days for peace 
(Friedensdekade), an annual action taking place every November since 1980. In ten sequent 
days groups from within the church could arrange prayers on topics like peace, human rights 
and environmental protection. Since November 9th was usually within these ten days, 
the Kristallnacht was commemorated in the prayer of that day. So it was done in 1983 
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in Leipzig. In short contributions during the prayer the young organisers also discussed 
the social reasons of the pogrom of that night and spoke about their personal views on 
the right way of coming to terms with the past. In a report about the prayer of the local police 
and administration these views were described as indifferent to the socialist society, meaning 
that, though they were not “political negative”, they were dissenting to the official 
interpretation of this event. 11

After the prayer about 40 young people 12 quietly rallied to the monument of the Leipzig 
synagogue destroyed in 1938 and lit candles to commemorate the victims of the Kristallnacht. 
After a few minutes the Volkspolizei (people’s police) intervened, forced the demonstrators 
to remove the candles and controlled their personal documents. According to the police 
report the participants of that illegal gathering immediately followed the police commands, 13 
while the police intervention was described as quiet violent by participants of the rally. 14 On 
the next evening again some young people gathered with candles at the monument and were 
dispensed by the police. 15 Still on November 14th the police report gave account that three 
candles had to be removed from the monument. 16

But in fact the reason for the police intervention was not the intention of the young 
demonstrators to commemorate the Kristallnacht. even more it seems that the police was 
not even aware that the rally took place on the 45th anniversary of the Kristallnacht. So 
the police report of this “gathering of persons with lit candles” somewhat unsure states at 
the category ‘Why’: “Commemoration of the victims of the burning of the synagogue” 17, 
as if the commemoration was limited to that very place. For the police this tiny demonstration 
was a so called “symbolic action” which was to be suppressed. November 9th was already 
the fourth time during the 1983 peace decade that after the prayer a quiet rally with candles 
took place. At the same time Leipzig hosted the ecumenical “Days of encounter” (Tage der 
Begegnung) on occasion of the Martin-Luther-Jubilee year 18 — that culminated with the 500th 
birthday of the church reformer on November 10th. In addition the international renowned 
International Leipzig Festival for Documentary Film was soon to be opened. So the city 
was full of international guests, what intensified the pressure on the police to suppress 
dissenting behaviour like illegal rallies. 19

With their commemoration of the Kristallnacht the young Christians touched the sore 
spot within the calendar of commemoration in 1983: Due to a conflict between 
the organisation of east german Jewish Communities and the state authorities no central 
commemoration event took place. For several years the Jewish communities had asked 
the authorities to openly condemn anti-Semitic incidents like desecrations of Jewish 
cemeteries which repeatedly emerged, but they remained silent. When in 1983 the east 
german socialist regime tried to integrate Martin Luther into its revolutionary tradition, 
the Jewish communities demanded debate on his anti-Semitic pamphlets which was 
neglected. In a reaction to this the Jewish communities were unwilling to participate in 
a central state sponsored ceremony for the 45th anniversary of the Kristallnacht. 20 So only 
small local commemorations took place, as for example in Leipzig, where the Jewish 
community placed a wreath at the synagogue monument, accompanied only by a handful 
of state officials. 21
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One year later similar events took place in east Berlin. Since 1978 the Saint Sophie’s 
parish annually celebrated a memorial service for Kristallnacht victims on November 9th. 
After the service its participants rallied silently to the ruin of the “New Synagogue”. Different 
to the Leipzig rally of 1983 this demonstration was registered by the church authorities and 
allowed by the police. 22 But in 1984 members of the peace and environment protection 
circle of another east Berlin parish decided to stay at the synagogue ruin after the rally and 
hold a picket until the early morning of November 10th. 23

With that announced action the peace and environment circle — from which later emerged 
the east Berlin Umweltbibliothek (environment library), one of the centres of the east german 
opposition movement and editor of the biggest Samizdat-Journal Umweltblätter (environment 
pages) — caused the authorities big unrest. In comparison to a silent march, organised by 
church officials, this grass root group sponsored event was feared to be a forum for political 
criticism. 24 Indeed the motive to organise an independent commemoration was dissatisfaction 
with the way the east german officials dealt with the history of the Third Reich, racism and 
anti-Semitism in the east german Society and the relation to the state of Israel. While the east 
german propaganda exploited neo-fascist tendencies and incidents in West germany, which 
was also blamed to be the sole responsible for german’s Nazi past, in the eyes of the opposition 
east german authorities seemed to be curiously indulgent with these tendencies among its 
own citizens. In turn east germany was a determined supporter of the pLO and the Arab 
countries in the Middle east conflict and denounced Israel as warmonger. The aim of the picket 
was to draw attention to these discrepancies and to invite the co-citizens to show more moral 
courage, as the participant Christian halbrock claimed. 25

To prevent the picket, the authorities pushed the church leadership to restrain the group 
from their plans. When this failed the police tried to intimidate the few demonstrators 
that gathered on the evening of November 9th, 1984 in order to make them give up. The area 
surrounding the synagogue was barred by security forces, when a clergyman — the one 
responsible for the youth work of the east Berlin Lutheran Church – offered 
the demonstrators to guide them out of the police bar. Since they did not agree to this 
offer, the police finally gave up. Apparently the authorities were afraid, that a violent police 
action against peaceful participants of an illegal picket commemorating of the Kristallnacht 
victims would cause too much negative press coverage in West german media. encouraged 
by this success the same group organised a similar picket in the following year. 26

The state-sponsored commemoration ceremonies for the 50th anniversary of 
the Kristallnacht eclipsed all commemorations before. The persecution of the Jews and 
holocaust was remembered with a bulk of events, congresses and broad media coverage 
since spring 1988. This “scrupulously prepared charm offensive in history culture” 27 was 
aiming on the one hand to draw the image of east germany as the better german state in 
the direct comparison with West germany — that also prepared lavish commemoration 
ceremonies. On the other hand it should “take account of a growing international interest 
in Jewish life in the gDR both of foreign Jewish circles and of political forces” 28 as it was 
expressed in a bill for the Central Committee of Socialist Unity party of germany concerning 
the commemoration preparation.
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On this occasion the regime even allowed some critique on the east german handling 
of the Nazi-past, like the remarks of the well known writer Stephan hermelin, who criticised 
in an interview that the consideration of the legacy of National Socialism is often affected 
by set phrases and rituals. But still the sudden ‘epidemic of remembrance” 29 caused objection. 
It was provoked by assertions like those, that fascism and anti-Semitism has been eliminated 
in east germany once and for all or that “anti-Semitism was alien to the working class 
Weltanschauung” . 30 Thus — so was the message of these words — east germany did not 
have to take responsibility for Nazi crimes.

In commemoration ceremonies organised by the Lutheran church there was often a clear 
confession of the guilt of Christians, i. e. germans, who failed to help their Jewish co-citizens. 
For the 50th anniversary Lutheran parishes and Christian-Jewish working groups dedicated 
plaques and prepared exhibitions to memorialise the fate of the Jews under Nazi rule. In 
Leipzig for example a memorial stone for the Jews deported from Leipzig, financed with 
donations of Christian parishes, was unveiled. 31

The 50th anniversary was also discussed in east german Samizdat journals, published 
in most cases under the umbrella of the church. The Journal “KONTexT” (context) edited 
a special issue on that occasion titled “Jiskor” (hebrew for “remember”). It was an anthology 
of essays on the holocaust and Jewish culture, foremost such, which were not or barely 
accessible in east germany. 32 The editors declare in the foreword that “We want to remember 
the past, to be able to counter neglect and suppression of memory” 33 Under the headline 
“For the 50th anniversary of the Kristallnacht November 9th 1938” the Journal “Friedensnetz” 
(“peace net”) printed the correspondence between a teacher and the authorities of the small 
town Schwaan not far from the coast. With the anniversary in mind the teacher had asked 
the authorities to renovate the Jewish cemetery of the town und to affix a plaque with 
information about the place. Though she finally succeeded, it took her several months of 
correspondence to achieve her aim. 34

The most political and direct analysis of the official remembrance was an unsigned 
commentary in “Umweltblätter”. The author not only criticised the “campaigning und 
untrue way of these [state-run] activities” 35 but also emphasised that there was no debate 
about the fact that “the discrimination and persecution of the Jews happened in public. [...], 
because this is connected with questions, threatening to the ruling elites.” 36 This, according 
to the author, referred to the “decade-long” state-run oppression of dissenters in general 
and in particular to the current case of several students of the east Berlin “Carl von Ossietzky 
high school”. The students had been expelled from school because they openly militated 
against neo-fascism and militarism. 37 In this the commentator recognized “similar working 
mechanisms” to those of the Nazi-rule, even though an equalisation of east germany with 
the “Third Reich” would be wrong and “arrogant in the light of the suffering and dying of 
that time”. 38 Following the commentator, the true motivations of the commemoration were 
of economical nature. he suspected that the government tried to flatter Jewish organisations, 
because they were thought to be influential on the capital market. 39 Indeed this was not 
completely wrong. Although political reasons for the commemorations and the flattering of 
Jewish organisations were probably more important to the east german regime, economic 
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advantages were also intended. So for example the politburo hoped that the visit of edgar 
Miles Bronfman, president of the World Jewish Congress, in east germany in October 1988 
would have positive influence on the trade relations with the USA. 40

In Leipzig leaflets were distributed after a peace prayer in St. Nicolas’ church on 
November 9th, in which the Kristallnacht anniversary was taken as an opportunity to criticise 
the conditions in east germany. The “Initiative for Social Regeneration in the gDR” 
connected the conclusion, that “racial persecution and violence against dissenters” under 
Nazi-rule made only few people act with the call to engagement against suppression in east 
germany:

“If we adopt the remembrance of Kristallnacht, we must assume our responsibility as humans 
[…] for the inviolability of human dignity, […] the freedom of the people in our country, […] for 
peace, justice and the integrity of creation. We protest against neo-Stalinist tendencies within 
the social structure of the gDR. We protest against neo-fascist tendencies within the thinking 
and acting of some people in this country.” 41

After the same peace prayer some 200 (in police documents 80–100) people, among 
them the reverend of St. Nicolas Christian Fährer, rallied to the synagogue monument like 
five years ago. In silence and with lit candles they commemorated the victims of 
the Kristallnacht. This time there was no police intervention — probably because 
the authorities were afraid of unpleasing news in western media. Nevertheless the negative 
character of the demonstration was described in Leipzig’s city council’s evaluation as 
the following:

“In effect [of the demonstration] the memorial stone for Jewish victims was put in a shameful 
condition (waste and candle stubs were left behind), which had to be cleared away by the state 
organs under use of additional cleaners in view to the current ceremonies, to preserve 
the commemoration of the victims of fascist demon.” 42

Both the leaflet and the demonstration finally provoked an official intervention of 
the authorities at the regional bishop, urging him to prevent such incidents in the future. 
This caused, that reverend Fährer was forced to dissociate himself from the demonstration 
and the leaflet during the peace prayer on November 11th 1988. 43

One year later the situation had changed completely. In May 1989 the east german 
opposition movement made its first larger public appearance to protest against 
the falsification of the local elections and therefore laid the foundations for a broader 
movement. In summer 1989 the country was shaken by a wave of emigration: In prague, 
Budapest and Warsaw east german citizens seized the West german embassies and 
demanded to be transferred to the West. When hungary opened the border to Austria in 
September some 25,000 people left east germany heading westward on that way within 
a few weeks. In autumn rallies took place in Leipzig every Monday after the peace prayer 
in St. Nicolas’ church had attracted more and more people. When on October 9th 1989 
70,000 people rallied peacefully and the heavy-armed security forces did not intervene, 
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the events went haywire. In mid-October erich honecker was relieved as head of the party 
and the state and timid reforms began. On November 8th the opposition group “Neues 
Forum” was officially registered in Leipzig. The first action of the group was to announce 
a silent demonstration for the next day in order to commemorate the Kristallnacht 51 year 
ago and to protest against neo-fascist tendencies in east germany. In the appeal it was 
said: “All participants are asked not to bring any posters, but to only silently demonstrate 
with candles.” 44

According to the local newspaper some ten thousand people responded this call. While 
the opening of the border to West germany was declared on a press conference in Berlin, 
the demonstrators rallied silently from St. Nicolas church to the synagogue memorial in 
Leipzig. There Siegfried hollitzer, member of the Christian-Jewish dialog group held a short 
speech. he warned about neo-fascism gaining strength and demanded a re-evaluation of 
the official positions towards the state of Israel in the state-run media, where it only occurred 
as “Zionist aggressor”. 45

The great response the call evoked in such eventful times surprised even the organisers 
themselves, as eleonore Sladek stated in the information bulletin of the Neues Forum:

“how many people would come was uncertain. The sensational, the still-forbidden did not 
inhere that event. And abdication declarations as well as promises of change from the government 
delivered ulterior topics of conversation. Thus who would be interested in something that wasn’t 
the centre of conversation anyway? The first permitted nongovernmental demonstration in Leipzig 
disabused me. Many thousand people came (no one counted them). […] That so unexpected 
many came – out of political responsibility — gave me hope.” 46

The	memory	of	Warsaw	Ghetto	Uprising	and	the	Polish	opposition

The proclamation of the martial law in poland on December 13th 1983 and the detention 
of several thousand people in the following days should crush the first independent union 
in the eastern Block, the Solidarność, which was registered one year before. But soon 
the military government had to recognise that this aim would not be achieved. The activity 
of the union — which consisted of 9.5 million members in 1981, and connected organisations 
just went underground or abroad. At the same time the polish government, now headed by 
general Wojciech Jaruzelski, completely lost its international reputation — at least outside 
the eastern Block, while Solidarność leader Lech Wałęsa was elected man of the year 1981 
by the Time Magazine.

To polish the stricken image of the peoples’ Republic of poland, the regime decided to 
celebrate the 40th anniversary of the Warsaw ghetto Uprising on a grand scale and invited 
a huge number of Jewish personalities and organisations to take part in these celebrations. 
This project seemed to be promising, because a growing public interest in Jewish culture 
and the holocaust stirred in the West. Furthermore the regime probably assumed that 
the international and most of all the American Jewish organisations were influential enough 
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to change the image of poland in the eyes of Western governments. 47 To prepare 
the celebrations the authorities appointed an honorary committee, to which also Marek 
edelman, the last surviving leader of the uprising was invited. This invitation should prove 
itself momentous.

edelman, who had been deputy of the algemeyner yidisher Arbeterbund (general Jewish 
Labour Union — short Bund) in the leadership of the Jew Fighting Organisation in 
the Warsaw ghetto, studied medicine after the war and worked as a cardiologist in Łódź. 
Because of his Jewish origins he lost his employment in the military hospital during the anti-
Semitic campaign of 1968. In 1981 he was the deputy to the first national congress of 
Solidarność. After the proclamation of martial law he was detained for a short time. 48 edelman 
rejected the invitation to the honorary committee in an open letter published in 
the underground and foreign press, stating that: “Forty years ago we fought not only for our 
lives, but for a life in dignity and freedom”. 49 Now in poland however, “where social life in 
its entirety is overshadowed by degradation and oppression, where words and gestures have 
been completely falsified” edelman rejected to participate in commemorations and called 
for a boycott of all ceremonies: “Far from the manipulated celebrations, in the silence of 
graves and hearts, there will survive the true memory of the victims and heroes, of the eternal 
human striving for freedom and truth.”

The decision to organise the separate commemorations was apparently made a fairly 
long time after edelman’s letter. 50 The impulse probably was the statement of a group of 
younger polish Jews surrounding Stanisäaw Krajewski, one of the organisers of the “Jewish 
Flying University” of the late 1970’s. The signers demanded not to allow the government 
to take over all celebrations of the anniversary and proposed to place flowers at the ghetto 
heroes’ memorial. This should be done not during the official ceremonies but “in peace 
and dignity at any other time.” 51 Finally a preparation committee for independent 
celebrations was formed that was closely linked to Solidarność. On leaflets — which were 
however almost completely confiscated — they called the Warsaw citizens to take part in an 
independent placing of wreaths and a memorial rally through the ancient ghetto, to 
demonstrate that “we will not allow historical anniversaries to be taken away from us.” 52

The reasons why the call of Krajewski and his group was so positively received by 
Solidarność had different origins. On the one hand the interest in Jewish culture and history 
did not only emerge in the Western world but also in poland and — as seen above in east 
germany. This is shown by books like hanna Krall’s “Shielding the Flame” as well as by 
the growing number of articles on Jewish topics in catholic Journals like Znak or Więż. 
Those however who showed interest in Jewish topics were politically rather in favour for 
the opposition than for the government. On the other hand Solidarność aimed at foiling 
the government plans to regain international reputation through the ghetto Uprising 
celebrations by organising its own commemoration.

even though the martial law was still in force, the opposition managed to stage 
commemorations on three following days. The beginning was a Catholic mass April 16th 
1983 memorialising the ghetto Uprising. Some days before the polish primate Cardinal 
Józef glemp had already celebrated a mass with which the Catholic Church was officially 
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honouring the ghetto fighters. 53 The mass now was held by father Jerzy popiełuszko, this 
Solidarność priest who was beaten to death by the polish secret police in 1984. In contrast 
to glemp’s mass, this one was clearly an event of the Opposition. During the mass actors 
recited poems and afterwards Jan Józef Lipski gave a speech on the moral aspects of the ghetto 
Uprising. 54 he called it a “symbolic act of little practical value but with an enormous moral 
meaning for the Jews as for the whole mankind — primarily for the polish nation.” 55

however Lipski also posed a set of difficult questions, of which a lot still coin the debate 
on polish-Jewish relations today. So the question of a polish share of guilt for the Jewish fate 
during german occupation,56 the pre-war anti-Semitism and the Kielce pogrom. In all these 
questions Lipski advocated for the acceptance of polish guilt, because otherwise the reference 
to the polish aid to the Jews would become dishonest. 57 At the same time he refused 
simplifying views that generally blamed poles of anti-Semitism. Lipski did not only condemn 
anti-Semitism but said that it is even often turned against polish interests:

“That is already a common practice: To provoke a wave of anti-Semitism in order to suppress 
polish aspirations for independence and liberty. […] Yesterday and today they tried and try to put 
the spoke of anti-Semitism in the Opposition’s, the KOR’s, the Solidarność’s wheel and the wheel 
of all that wants to be free in poland.” 58

With that Lipski allusively denied the governments’ right to reclaim the remembrance 
of the ghetto Uprising for their own aims. The anti-Semitic attacks on the leaders and 
advisors of Solidarność from fractions of the government and the party, which occurred 
consistently since 1980, 59 clearly show the exploiting character of the official remembrance. 
Not until a few weeks before the anniversary of Mieczysław Moczar, guiding spirit of 1968 
anti-Semitic campaign, was removed from his positions in government and party and had 
to give up the chairmanship of the veteran association. It was this veteran association that 
officially organised the ghetto Uprising anniversary celebrations.

On April 17th, the day after the mass, about 1,000 people gathered at the ghetto Fighters 
monument, to take part in the announced commemoration. here the literary critic Roman 
Zimand read a message of Marek edelman, who was grounded by the police and could not 
leave Łódź. 60 Also Lech Wałęsa had tried to come to this event, but was seized by the police 
on his way from gdańsk. 61 Finally the Solidarność spokesman Janusz Onyszkiewicz delivered 
a short speech, in which he declared why the crowed met:

“[To] commemorate the heroes of the ghetto. […] They were close to us. […] They fought 
for the ideals that were the foundation for the emergence of Solidarity. If the heroes of the ghetto 
were alive today, we deeply believe they would join us in our struggle for freedom, truth and dignity. 
May they rest in peace.” 62

As the crowd then started to raise their hands to the V-sign, which was a symbol of 
defiance often used by Solidarność followers, they were dispersed by strong police forces. 
The police started to control the ID-cards and arrested several demonstrators, among them 
Onyszkiewicz. 63
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Another day later a few dozens of former home Army fighters around Józef Rybicki, 
who had been an officer in the home Army and now worked for the KOR, wanted to place 
wreaths at the symbolic grave of the Jewish insurgents on the Jewish cemetery. Since the gate 
was — against former agreements — locked, they delivered a short speech and placed 
the wreaths in front of the door. 64

The independent commemorations were attentively observed by international media 
and the underground press reported about them as well. however some commentaries 
declared their disappointment about the big number of Jewish organisations and personalities 
that took part in the celebrations. In the underground journal KOS for instance, which also 
printed Lipski’s speech of April 16th, a commentator expressed his disappointment about 
the fact that so little Jewish organisations followed edelman’s appeal for boycott and 
reproached them, at least those who met with high-ranking government representatives, 
double standards.65 When the Israeli delegation left poland under protest on the last day of 
the celebrations, it was for another reason: The palestinian Liberation Organisation had 
placed a wreath during the official ceremony and compared the struggle of the palestinians 
against the Israeli Army to that of the Jewish insurgents against the Nazis. 66

Indeed with edgar Miles Bronfman, Stefan grajek and Anshel Reiss the chairmen of 
the World Jewish Congress, the World Federation of Jewish Fighters, partisan, and Camp 
Inmates, and the World Federation of polish Jews took part in the ceremonies, 67 and plenty 
of international guests came — altogether 750. But primarily the polish government had 
hoped to attract 5,000 guests from abroad. 68 Taking this into consideration the call for 
boycott cannot be regarded as unsuccessful. however, the government managed to hush up 
its defeat before the poles. 69

Five years later, on occasion of the 45th anniversary of the ghetto Uprising, the official 
state-run and oppositional Solidarność sponsored celebrations again. This time however 
the basic conditions were different. The Solidarność had gained strength and influence, while 
it became more and more clear that the government was not able to cope with the problems 
of the country. This time the Solidarność sponsored commemorations was prepared by 
a citizens committee of 46 well-known intellectuals, artists and historians, who were linked 
to the opposition. 70 In an appeal titled “They Were Our Brothers” they called the “broadest 
circles of the polish society [to] solidly honour the memory of the polish Jews”. 71 The appeal 
mentioned two events planned for April 17th 1988. In the afternoon a ceremony should be 
staged at the ghetto Fighters Monument during which candles and flowers were to be laid 
down to honour the Insurgents. Already at noon the unveiling of a monument for Wiktor 
Alter and henryk ehrlich was planned at the Jewish cemetery in Okopowa Street. The two 
leaders of the Bund had been executed on Stalin‘s order in 1943 and 1942, amongst others 
because they had protested against the occupation of the eastern poland by the Red Army 
in mid-September 1939. 72

Apparently the government saw itself no longer in the position to repress to the plans of 
the Solidarność followers by force. Instead the authorities tried to decry the motives of 
the oppositional commemoration. The central organ of pZpR, the Trybuna Ludu for instance 
blamed the organisers that they were exploiting the memory of the Jewish Insurgents for 
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own purposes. 73 In view of the honouring of ehrlich and Alter the governments’ spokesman 
Jerzy Urban in turn accused the organisers of trying to put the german blame for the mass 
murder on the Soviet Union. hereupon Jacek Kuroń told the New York Times:

“The polish people‘s Republic also talks about the uprising, and in poland there exists a not 
inconsiderable distrust of whatever they say. We came to the conclusion that it would be good to 
do something, not against the official commission, but parallel to it.” 74

The monument of the two murdered Bund Leaders, so Kuroń, was erected also to disprove 
the assumption still widespread in poland that many Jews welcomed the Soviet invasion in 
eastern poland. About ehrlich and Alter he said: “They were patriots.” 75

Despite the government’s attempts to decry the oppositional commemorations and 
despite heated debates on a possible polish share of the responsibility for holocaust that 
started a year before when Jan Błoński published an essay in Tygodnik Powszechny 76 titled 
“The poor poles Look at the ghetto”, the two events arouse a big interest. After about 
5,000 people had joined the unveiling of the monument on the Jewish cemetery in the af-
ternoon, about 15,000 people gathered at the ghetto Fighters monument. 77

The Monument for ehrlich and Alter consisted of a big rock — it was found during 
the construction of Warsaw’s subway and conspiratorially brought to the Jewish cemetery — 
with an attached plague. 78 In his speech during the unveiling ceremony Marek edelman 
said referring to Solidarność: “They are dead, but their ideals live on.” 79 Afterward repre-
sentatives of the USA and Canada Bund as well as the chairman of the American Federation 
of Labour and Congress of Industrial Organizations Albert Shanker, 80 and Zbigniew Bujak, 
chairman of Masowsze region’s Solidarność, delivered speeches. Messages of the former West 
german chancellor Willy Brandt — who had been personally invited by edelman 81 — and 
the cardinal of paris Jean-Marie Lustiger — he was of polish-Jewish origin himself — were 
read. Finally the hymn of the Bund was sung. 82

In the afternoon wreaths were placed at the ghetto Fighters memorial. edelman and 
Bujak delivered speeches again and Janusz Onyszkiewicz read a letter of Lech Wałęsa to 
Marek edelman 83 which said: “As a son of this land, I ask today that we remember this dif-
ficult commonwealth and that everything that later poisoned it, and especially the painful 
excesses of anti-Semitism, be forgiven us.” 84 Referring to the failed polish uprisings of 
the 18th and 19th centuries he continued: “In this land, the land of so many uprisings, the up-
rising of the Jewish fighters was perhaps the most polish of all uprisings.” 85 Thereby he 
integrated the ghetto Uprising into the polish romantic tradition, which esteems the mor-
al value of resistance more than its chance to succeed. 86 After the speeches the crowd 
jointly prayed the Jewish Kaddish prayer and the “Our Father”. Then the polish hymn was 
sung before the crowd moved to the former Umschlagplatz — the place from where the de-
portations to Treblinka death camp started.

There many demonstrators placed flowers and candles at the newly erected and offi-
cially not yet dedicated monument for the deported Warsaw Jews. To show respect to Jew-
ish tradition many men had covered their heads. One of the banners carried by the demon-
strators even had a hebrew inscription saying: “honour to the polish Jews — KpN” 87 
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Another said referring to a sentence of the pope John paul II: “We bow our head — this is 
their golgotha.” 88

In the late summer of 1988 strikes broke out throughout the country that forced the gov-
ernment to negotiations with Solidarność. After the round table talks in the beginning of 1989 
the first half-free elections in the eastern bloc took place in June. The victory of Solidarność 
heralded the crush of the communist regimes in eastern europe. On the commemoration 
ceremony of the next “round number” anniversary, the 50th, Lech Wałęsa delivered 
a speech — as the president of the Republic of poland.

Holocaust	Memory	and	Oppositions	of	the	People’s	Republic	of	Poland		
and	the	German	Democratic	Republic:	A	Comparison

how can those two examples be compared? Albeit there are huge differences in view 
to the number of participants, the degree of organization and the outreach of the com-
memorations, common grounds become clear. In both cases it is the memory of the hol-
ocaust, which crystallises to both anniversaries. The mass murder of the Jews was a dif-
ficult problem in both societies and the official handling of it was coined by a lot of con-
tradictions. In poland, the memory of the Jewish suffering under german occupation was 
consciously suppressed by the government in favour of the polish suffering since the 1960s. 
In east germany in turn holocaust was always outshined by anti-fascism, which was part 
of the ideological grounding of the “better germany”. In addition there was the memory 
of 1968’s anti-Semitic campaign in poland, which was initiated by party members that 
were still in leading positions and not cautious to play the anti-Semitic card against 
Solidarność. In east germany it was the policy towards the state of Israel, which far too 
often camouflaged anti-Semitic clichäs with anti-Zionist rhetoric and the vehement re-
nouncement of the existence of neo-fascist tendencies and crimes that were a burden 
on the holocaust memory.

Both regimes tried to gain a good reputation by public displaying of the remembrance 
to the international community — poland to rupture the international isolation after the sup-
pression of Solidarność and east germany to distinguish itself in the system challenge vis-
à-vis West germany. In addition both hoped to receive economical advantages from flatter-
ing Jewish organizations.

The opposition movements in both countries reacted to these contradictions by staging 
own commemorations. In contrast to the regimes they presented themselves as honest agents 
of the memory of the catastrophe of european Jewry. The motives for this were thoroughly 
to demonstrate that holocaust memory was far too important to leave it to the combated 
regime. Through this the sovereignty of interpreting the memory of Nazi victims of the gov-
ernments, repressing its opponents itself, was to be disputed. Another aspect was to provide 
a place for those in opposition to the state, where they could commemorate detached from 
manipulated ceremonies of the state. At the same time the dissidents used the remembrance 
to broach their own aims to parallel it with current problems. They also had their own 
agenda remembering the past.
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here the differences between poland and east germany become clear. Initially the east 
german dissidents used the commemorations to test out the freedom for independent act-
ing in the public sphere. The limits of repression against independent acting were challenged 
by the small scale actions in Leipzig 1983 and Berlin 1984. After all, the suppression of 
a commemoration ceremony of Jewish Nazi victims was hard to justify. The events in Leip-
zig are somehow an exception. Since it seems that the police was simply not aware of 
the reasons for the rally, its purpose had no influence on the police’s decision to intervene. 
In Berlin however the picket was announced in advance, so that the authorities weighed up 
their possibilities and the emerging consequences.

For the 50th anniversary of the Kristallnacht the motives of commemoration had changed. 
On the one hand the matter was now to decry the official commemoration and to demonstrate 
its orchestrated character, which was by no means an honest attempt of coming to terms 
with the past. At the same time the current suppression was paralleled with that of the Nazi 
era. This meant that in the view of the Opposition an honest remembrance would necessar-
ily mean a decline of the east german regime.

Nothing else was told by Marek edelman’s open letter referring to the 40th anniver-
sary of the ghetto Uprising and the polish military government. Because of that 
the Solidarność staged its own commemorations. By organising independent commemo-
rations the Solidarność even went a step further and claimed the legacy of the Jewish in-
surgents for itself, stating that it had the same ideals like the insurgents. Adopting 
the memory of the ghetto Uprising, the Solidarność also demonstrated the importance 
of this event to its followers and, as Jan Józef Lipski puts it in his speech, the necessity 
of absorbing the memory of the Jewish Uprising into polish collective memory. Thus if 
the poles were coming to terms with the polish-Jewish past — including its dark sides — 
the exploitation of anti-Semitism against the Solidarność and other oppositionist would 
lose its basis.

But — and this was where the aims of the polish dissident remembrance exceeded those 
of the mainly self-referring east german Opposition — the Solidarność-sponsored com-
memorations also addressed the world opinion. It should not only be demonstrated that 
the official commemoration is insincere but also that the Solidarność as the representative 
of the “true poland” practised an authentic, honest remembrance.

Based on the New York Times reporting this can be considered as successful, for instance 
when there was written “the jackbooted policemen, with their long grey-blue belted overcoats, 
caps and submachine guns, recalled the stark photographs of similarly dressed Nazi soldiers 
here 40 years ago.” 89 In a commentary titled “Who is poland” the author rhetorically asked: 
“Who is the heir to the uprising of the Warsaw ghetto — general Jaruzelski’s jackbooted 
police or the hounded remnants of Solidarity? Who has the right to identify with the victims 
of anti-Semitism — a propaganda apparatus that still exploits code words like ‘Jewish origins’ 
and ‘Zionist connections’ or the victims of such propaganda?”90

The motive to present themselves to the world and to spoil the propagandistic success 
of the government seemed to be stronger for the organisers of the independent commemo-
rations in 1983 than to encourage the people to a real analysis of polish-Jewish history. 
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Under the difficult circumstances of martial law it must have seemed more important to 
score in the struggle with the regime. Little opportunity arose for debates about history.

Five years later the situation had changed. Now the Solidarność acted much more self 
confident. Besides several incidents — for instance the transmission of Claude Lanzman’s 
“Shoah” and Błońkis essay “The poor poles Look at the ghetto” — had initiated a debate 
on the polish-Jewish relations and polarised the society across the political camps. Under 
this circumstances the Solidarność-sponsored commemorations, prepared by a 46-person 
citizen’s committee, meant to take a stand within this debate. It should demonstrate that 
the leading heads of Solidarność represented an enlightened patriotism, which was not based 
on national megalomania.

In relation to the regime the Solidarność did not see itself as restricted opponent anymore, 
but staged herself as committed to the service for the “true poland”. That adopted the ghet-
to Uprising remembrance because (as Jacek Kuroń makes clear in his quoted statement 
above) the state-run commemorations pose the threat to devaluate the Uprising in the eyes 
of the people. It is not only the helpless accusations of the government in the press that 
Solidarność would exploit the remembrance that proves the entire confusion and powerless-
ness of the government. As Wałęsa apologised in public for the suffering of the Jews caused 
by poles and then adopted the ghetto Uprising into the romantic polish tradition, the “most 
polish Uprising” extensively forced up the pressure on Jaruzelski, to express something 
similar as the official head of the state, what he failed to do.

The east german opposition was far from such agency, since it lacked a broad social 
basis as possessed by Solidarność. In that very moment when it gained somehow comparable 
strength it was overrun by the momentum of the events. This is shown more than clear by 
November 9th 1989. The silent rally of Neues Forum in Leipzig was in spite of its several ten 
thousand participants completely outshined by the fall of the Berlin Wall. At the same time 
it demonstrated that the east german Opposition was about to develop a sense of national 
responsibility. This clearly illustrated the fact that the Neues Forum turned towards the dark 
sides of german past in a moment it staggered from one success to another.
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Стефан СтАх

Дисидентські комеморації: Голокост у східнонімецькій  
та польській опозиційній пам’яті, 1980-ті рр.

У статті розглянуто роль пошанування пам’яті жертв Голокосту в середовищі 
членів німецького й польського опозиційних рухів у 80-х рр. ХХ ст. Зокрема, цю 
роль розглянуто на прикладі пошанування річниць так званої «Кришталевої ночі» 
9 листопада 1938 р. й початку повстання у Варшавському ґето 19 квітня 1943 р. 
У Східній Німеччині й Польщі ці заходи вшанування були наочним символічним 
нагадуванням про масове винищення європейського єврейства. Попри те, що 
обидві події мали визначене місце також серед офіційних свят, у 80-х рр. XX ст. 
дисидентські кола вирішили проводити власні «правдиві» вшанування, таким 
чином ставлячи під сумнів моральне право державних режимів вшановувати 
пам’ять жертв нацистської Німеччини, оскільки ці режими водночас придушува-
ли власні народи та провадили антисіоністську політику — зчаста з доволі анти-
семітськими тонами. Крім того, внаслідок різної потужності опозиційних рухів 
у цих двох країнах, організовувані польською опозицією заходи були значно 
масштабнішими та привернули значно більше уваги міжнародної громадськості, 
ніж ті, що їх проводила опозиція зі Східної Німеччини. Проте очевидні також 
і структурні подібності цих обох подій. На нашу думку, в обох випадках увага до 
пам’яті про Голокост у дисидентських спільнотах відігравала важливу роль у фор-
муванні їхнього власного образу.




